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A Norwegian Log enclosure is a

delightful setting for your pool.

Whether you are investing in a

complete pool/enclosure package,

or simply wish to enclose your 

existing pool, Norwegian Log have

the answer. In the next few pages,

you can read more about:

What makes Norwegian Log

buildings special.

The speed and convenience

of Norwegian Log complete

pool /enclosure packages.

Special applications such as

hydrotherapy and larger pools.

It includes a wide range of sample layouts based on the experience of clients’ needs that we have gained in more 

than 20 years’ successful operation. However, Norwegian Log’s versatile construction system can satisfy virtually any 

design requirement. Every building is made to order, with all logs cut precisely to size at the factory. 

So why compromise? With Norwegian Log you can have all the advantages of a private pool complex - without all 

the fuss. In many cases you won’t even need Planning Permission.

And there’s more in the enclosed Design Portfolio and price guide

✽

✽ Subject to Permitted Development
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WHAT MAKES

NORWEGIAN LOG

BUILDINGS

SPECIAL?

Solid log construction offers a warm welcome that lasts indefinitely with only minimal maintenance. Norwegian Log buildings are 

constructed with 5”/125mm laminated log, (3"/75mm also available). Inside, the walls are insulated and finished with the natural

beauty of split logs harvested from the responsibly managed forests of Northern Norway. Other finishes are available.

Solid log throughout 

With Norwegian Log, you can enjoy your pool all through the year. First, the log provides a high level of natural insulation (see price guide 

for detailed specifications). Quite apart from keeping you comfortable, this also contributes to low running costs. Second, Norwegian Log’s 

special interlocking corner joints and double tongue and groove jointing means your enclosure is strong and draught-free.

 Natural insulation combined with draught-free joints
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WHAT MAKES 

NORWEGIAN LOG

BUILDINGS

SPECIAL?

Advantages over other construction methods
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Norwegian Log buildings are installed quickly and cleanly compared with traditionally constructed brick enclosures,

and at a very competitive price. With Norwegian Log, you can be enjoying your pool sooner than you might expect 

with traditional building techniques, and with minimal disturbance to your home and garden. However, this is not 

achieved by using lightweight materials or taking design shortcuts. Your building will be constructed using the same 

techniques as Norwegian Log’s larger commercial pool enclosures (see back page).

The solid log also means Norwegian Log enclosures have comfortable acoustics, largely free from the disturbing 

echoes experienced with some construction methods. In fact, a Norwegian Log enclosure is the natural home for your

pool, in every sense.



Your Norwegian Log building requires only minimal routine maintenance for an indefinite lifespan. The finely grained log 

has a natural light colour that’s always stylish and dramatically reduces internal redecoration.

Norwegian Log’s after-sales service includes a comprehensive optional maintenance programme. Convenient and cost-effective, 

this is the simple way to have your building carefully maintained by the specialists responsible for its construction.

Minimal maintenance
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CHOOSE THE

POOL YOU WANT

Norwegian Log makes it easy 

to match the pool you want with 

the enclosure that will ensure

maximum enjoyment.

Norwegian Log is not tied to any pool contractor, so you are free to choose the company you prefer.

You can take advantage of their expert knowledge of pool construction and local conditions. And you will also 

have the peace of mind that comes from dealing with a local, accountable business. If you would like help finding 

a contractor, we will be glad to make recommendations, but whichever pool contractor you choose, you can be 

totally confident that we will work closely with them to ensure your contract runs smoothly from start to finish.   

Choose your own pool contractor
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Norwegian Log’s versatile construction system makes it easy to include everything you need for a relaxed poolside lifestyle. 

A kitchen or bar, perhaps, or a gym area for a workout as energetic as you choose.

You could prepare for your swim with a sauna, for example. The sauna’s penetrating heat makes it the perfect prelude before 

you plunge into your pool. Soak up the warmth, or simply lie back and enjoy the deep cleansing sensation.

Then after a workout in the pool - or a tough day at the office - you could relax in your own spa bath. Warm and comfortable, 

with controllable massaging jets or air blowers, a spa is ideal for easing away your aches. Or simply socialising with friends. 

Choose the package you want to suit your lifestyle
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NLC/019/MAR2008

SPECIAL

APPLICATIONS

Commercial /semi-commercial pools

Norwegian Log Buildings

230 London Road, Reading, RG6 1AH

Telephone 0118 966 9236  Fax 0118 966 0456

E-mail: sales@norwegianlog.co.uk

Visit our Website at: www.norwegianlog.co.uk

Godmanchester Community swimming pool, near Huntingdon, Cambs.

Hydrotherapy pool, Lakeside Special School, Welwyn Garden City, Herts.

WINNER
SPATA PREMIER AWARDS 1999

BEST SPECIAL NEEDS 
POOL

B UILDINGS

Indoor swimming pool, Cumnor House School, Haywards Heath, Sussex. Pool by Fowler Swimming Pools Ltd.     

Norwegian Log supplies enclosures for larger pools for hotels and holiday parks as well 

as charities, public bodies and schools in all sectors. Combining Norwegian Log's 

sustainable construction method with the latest pool technology gives you a pool that's 

both environmentally friendly and attractive. We work closely with specialist pool 

contractors to ensure competitive capital and running costs, so you get the most from

your budget, and we have long experience of working with fundraisers.

Godmanchester Community Pool, which was funded by the National Lottery and 

approved by Sport England, is one of many recent successful projects. The pool and all 

its ancillary facilities are housed in a 26m x 16m Norwegian Log enclosure.
 

Please contact Norwegian Log to discuss commercial/semi-commercial pools.


